
 

  

 

The new European and German trademark law 
 

The new trademark directive entered into force on January 15, 2016 and the new trademark regulation on 
March 23, 2016.  

 
Changes to European trademark law 

  
On 23 March 2013, the new Regulation (EU) 2015/2424 has entered into force, amending the existing 
Community Trademark Regulation (EC) No. 207/2009. While many regulations under the existing regulation 
will remain effectively unchanged, there will be certain changes to European trademark law the most im-
portant of which are summarized below. Please note that several changes will only come into effect from 1 
October 2017 - these are highlighted below as “(2017)”. 

• Changes to terminology: “ Community trade marks” will now be called “European Union trade 
marks” and the “Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (OHIM)” will now be the “European 
Union Intellectual Property Office” (EUIPO) - or short “the Office”. 
 

• Changes to official fees: The basic official fee for trademark applications will be reduced from 
EUR 900 to 850 but the basic fee will now cover only one instead of three classes. The second 
class will cost an additional EUR 50 while each subsequent class will cost further EUR 150. Costs 
for the renewal and for opposition, appeals and invalidity proceedings were lowered slightly. 
 

• Actions against trademark infringements in transit:  Trademark owners will now be able to take 
action against trademark infringements by goods which are only in transit. This is even the case if 
the goods are not destined to enter the EU market, unless the holder of the goods can prove that 
the goods are intended for a third country in which the trademark holder has no right to prohibit 
putting the goods on the market.  
 

• New certification mark (2017):  A new certification mark has been introduced which can be used 
to certify the quality or certain characteristics of goods and services of third parties. A certification 
mark can be registered by anyone except for persons who carry on a business involving the supply 
of goods or services of the kind certified. The main purpose of a certification mark is to circumvent 
the problem that the certification of goods and services was not deemed genuine use for such 
goods and services so that respective trademarks were up for cancellation after the lapse of the 
five-year protection period.  
 

• Requirement of graphical representation to be remov ed (2017): Under the new trademark 
regulation, it is no longer required that a trademark must be graphically representable to be regis-
tered. It is now sufficient that trademarks can be represented in the register by other technical 
means. This opens the door for new forms of trademarks, for example sounds represented by 
audio files or other forms of multimedia trademarks. 
 

• New classification practice with the risk of losing  existing protection: In its 2012 decision 
“IP-Translator” (C-307/10), the European Court of Justice (ECJ) rejected the common practice of 
OHIM according to which registering all class headings of the Nice Class system in one class 
would give protection for the complete class. Instead, the ECJ held that also the class headings 
have to be interpreted in their literal sense and will thus only grant a limited scope of protection. 
Under the new trademark regulation, owners of trademarks which were filed prior to 22 June 2012 
and registered for all class headings in a specific class can now declare until 24 September 2016 
for which goods of the specific class protection is sought. If the deadline is missed, the class head-
ings will only cover the goods or services as per their literal interpretation which will in most cases 
lead to a loss of protection for all other goods which do not fall under the literal meaning of the 
class headings. 



  

Changes to German trademark law 

 

The new trademark Directive (EU) 2015/2436 which entered into force on 15 January 2016 obliges the EU-
member states to amend their national trademark laws according to the new provisions of the directive. The 
member states have three years to implement such changes while with regards to certain procedural 
changes the implementation period is seven years. 

The main changes to be implemented will be: 

• Actions against trademark infringements in transit:  As is the case with the new European 
Union trademarks, national trademarks shall grant protection against goods in transit, unless the 
holder of the goods can prove that the goods are intended for a third country in which the trademark 
holder has no right to prohibit putting the goods on the market.  
 

• Requirement of graphical representation to be remov ed: Equivalent to the European Union 
trademark regulation, the requirement of graphical representability shall be removed, opening the 
possibility for new forms of trademarks. 
 

• New calculation of the five-year protection period and the period in which to evidence gen-
uine use: The initial five-year period in which genuine use of the trademark needs not be evi-
denced shall now start from the end of the opposition period or the end of opposition proceedings 
whichever is the later. Even more importantly, in the event that genuine use must be evidenced in 
an opposition proceeding, the relevant period will be the five-years prior to the application date or 
to the priority date of the opposed trademark. The current German peculiarity of a “moving” five-
year period will thus likely soon be history. 
 

• Invalidity action before the national trademark off ice: Currently, after the lapse of the opposi-
tion period, invalidity proceedings based on prior rights or non-use can only be brought in court. 
This shall change so that in future invalidity proceedings can be handled by the national trademark 
offices - as is currently already the case for Community trademarks.  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 


